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It's a very advanced book for understanding composition and compositional structures. It addresses everything that I wanted and goes into great detail. Moreover, I would say that it has an abundance of examples towards the end of the book becomes a bit of sogg to get through if attempting to read through the book in its entirety, which I did at first. Musical composition, music composition or simply composition, can refer to an original piece or work of music, either vocal or instrumental, the structure of a musical piece or to the process of creating or writing a new piece of music. People who create new compositions are called composers. Composers of primarily songs are usually called songwriters; with songs, the person who writes lyrics for a song is the lyricist. In many cultures, including Western classical music, the act of composing Fundamentals of Musical Composition. Author: Arnold Schoenberg. 1690 downloads 4611 Views 33MB Size Report. Situating Composition: Composition Studies and the Politics of Location. Read more. Chemical Composition Of Everyday Products.